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The problem of programming a parallel processor is diso-

cussed. Previous methods of programming a parallel processor,

analyzing a program for parallel paths, and special language

features are discussed.

Graph theory is used to define the three basic pro-

gramming constructs: choice, sequence, repetition. The

concept of mechanized programming is expanded to allow for

total separation of control and computational sections of a

program. A definition of a language is presented which

provides for this separation.

A method for developing the program graph is discussed.

The control graph and data graph are developed separately.

The two graphs illustrate control and data predecessor rela-

tionships used in determining parallel elements of a program.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Multiprocessing offers many advantages over the con-

ventional uniprocessor since portions of tasks may be executed

simultaneously by two or more processing elements. The para-

llel processing of a program reduces execution time and

makes better use of system resources. Because of new low

cost hardware, more parallel systems of varying architectures

will be developed departing further from the von Neumann

concept.1

A method of programming these parallel machines is

needed. One method of programming such a system is to analyze

programs written in a conventional language for parallel

paths. It has been shown that by automatically analyzing

Fortran programs several processing units may be kept busy;

however, the process itself is a sequential process and does

not lend itself to parallel execution. 2

Another method of detecting parallel paths is to have

the programmer do it. That is, the programmer must decom-

pose the task into several subtasks which may be executed in

parallel. Conway suggests adding the instructions FORK-JOIN

1Jean-Loup Bear, "Multiprocessing Systems," IEEE
Transactions on Computers, C-25 (December, 1976),~T74.

2Ibid. , p. 1276.
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0 0 3
as an aid in programming a parallel system.

FORK and JOIN involve a memory location, J, and are de-

fined as follows:

FORK A

FORK A, J

1)
2)

I)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

FORK A, J, N

JOIN J

Initiate process at address A
Continue current process

Initiate process at address A
Continue current process
Increment J

Initiate process at address A
Continue current process
J takes on the value N

1) Decrement J; if J is zero initiate
process at J+l; else

2) Release processor executing the JOIN

JOIN J, B 1)

2)

Decrement J; if J is zero initiate
process at J+l; else
The original value of J is kept and
a branch to B is executed

A path is not allowed to terminate. The procedure might

look like the following:

START FORK A,J,3 PROCESS JOIN J PROCESS i
0 i=-0,1,2

A

FORK B PROCESS 1 JOIN J-)

B

PROCESS 2 J1N

Fig. L--FORK JOIN Example

M.,Conway, "A Multiprocessor System Design," American
Federation of Information Process Societies l_2_ Fall
Joint Computer Conference (New York, 1963), pp. 139T)T.
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Gosden states that most parallelism is found in loops

and has defined five instructions, statements, for a language

PARALLEL FOR.4

PREP A parallel path counter is initialized
PPC=l (a stack is used for nested loops)

AND(L) Two way fork;PPC=PPC+l. The process at
address L is initiated and the current
continues.

ALSO(L) Same as AND(L) but PPC is unchanged.

JOIN PPC=PPC-l. If PPC=O, the process con-
tinues; otherwise, the processor is
released.

IDLE Terminates a path and releases the pro-
cessor.

The following program may be decomposed as shown in the

diagram:

DO 4 I=1, N, 1

PROCESS

4

Al A2 A' A4 A5A6

I1 IF I N AND PROCESS JOIN
PREP I=I+1 GO TO A 6 (A2)

Fig. 2--PARALLEL FOR Example

4J. A. Gosden, "Explicit Parallel Processing Description
and Control in Programs for Multi and Uniprocessing Computers,"
Proc. AFIPS 1966 Fall Joint Conference (New York, 196,pp. 651-660.
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The problem with an analytical method is that it is a

complex sequential task and cannot be executed in parallel.

Some programs take longer to analyze than to execute by machine.

The problem with having the programmer define the para-

llelism. is that it requires the programmer to analyze the

program. The programmer must detect any parallelism and

properly implement it. This would require the programmer to

have higher technical skills depending on the type of system

he is working with.

It is the intention of this paper to present high level

constructs from which a language may be written that would

enable the programmer to view the system as one system rather

than several tightly coupled processing elements. This should

decrease programming complexity. Additionally, it will be

shown that the graph of a program may be easily obtained from

the program. Once the graph has been obtained, nodes which

may be processed in parallel may be identified.



CHAPTER II

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Graph theory is a very useful tool to the computer

scientist, in that it has been used to analyze programs and

program structures. A rigorous definition of a graph is

needed:

Graph.--The pair consisting of a set V and a function

f where V is the set of vertices and f is a function from V

into V. The graph G is denoted G=(V,f).1

Arc.--An ordered pair (vw) where v EV and wE f(V).2

An arc is represented with a line from v to w with an arrow

pointing to the terminal vertex (see Fig. 3 page 5).

v wIIII

Arc Path Circuit Loop

Fig. 3--Arc, Path, Circuit, Loop

An example of a graph is the parenthood relation among

a group of people. Each is an element of V and 'is a parent

of' is the function. Suppose John and Mary have offsprings

1 Claude Berge, The Theory of Graphs and its Applications
(New York, 1962), p. 5.

2Ibid, pp. 5-6.

5
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Sue and Paul; and Joe is the father of Mike. The graph may

be drawn as follows:

John Mary Joe

Sue Paul Mike

Fig. 4--Graph of Parenthood Relation

The set V = (John, Mary, Sue, Paul, Joe, Mike) . The function

f defines the set of arcs U = f(John, Sue), (John, Paul),

(Mary, Sue), (Mary, Paul), (Joe, Mike).

f(John) = f(Mary) = {Paul, Sue}

f(Joe) = fMike J-.

f (Sue) = f (Paul) = f(Mike) =

The inverse function 'is an offspring of' is denoted f1 .

f~1 (Paul) = f~1(Sue) = f John, Mary]

f 1 (Mike) = {Joe}.

f-1 (John) = f-1 (Mary) = f 1 (John)= .

The graph may also be written G = (VU).

Path.--Any sequence of arcs, (u , u2, ...) such that the

terminal vertex of each arc is equal to the initial vertex

of the succeeding arc.3

Circuit.--A finite path (u1 , u2,.. .9, uk) such that the

initial vertex of ul is the terminal vertex of uk4

The length of a path is the number of arcs in the sequence.5

3 Ibid., p.7. 41bid.9, p.7. 5 bid., p.7.
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A loop is defined to be a circuit of length one, the single

arc (x,x).6

A relationship, , is associated with a graph. x < y

is read x precedes y. It has been shown that if x y and

y. <x then x y, x is equivalent to y.7 That is x = y or

they are on the same circuit. Thus a graph may be partitioned

into equivalence classes.

Edge.--A set of two vertices such that arcs (x,y)E.U or

(y,x)6E U. In other words, a line, without regard to direction,

connects x and y.

Chain.--A set of edges (u1, u2 , ... , uk-l, uk, uk+1 '''.

such that uk has one vertex in common with uk-l and one in

common with uk+l'9

Component.--It is defined to be the set Ca=t{xl xEV,

and there exists a chain connecting a to x } .1O

Connected.--A graph is connected if for every pair of

vertices there exists a chain from one to the other. A graph

is strongly connected if there exists a path from one to the

other.11

Programming Constructs

Since the previous definitions provide a means of rig-

orously defining a graph, it is important to show how they

apply to programming. Flow charts are graphs and may be defined

6Ibid., p. 7. 71bid., p. 11. 8Ibid., p. 8.

9lbid., p. 9. 10Ibid., p. 9. 11 Ibid., p. 9.



as a set of nodes and arcs.

Any program may be written or rewritten using three basic

structures. These structures or constructs are sequence,

repetition, and choice.12 Figure 5 illustrates these structures:

b b

b a a

Sequence c Repetition

Choice

Fig. 5--Basic Constructs

Sequence implies that only after the function represented

by block a has been executed then block b may be executed.

With choice adecision is made in block a and then block c or

b, but not both, is executed. Also execution begins at the

same place after the execution of block b or c. In the case

of repetition block a may pass control to block b; however,

block b always passes control back to block a.

It is desirable to express these constructs as graphs.

Let S be a set of objects on which an ordering relationship,

<, has been defined such that if sl, s2... S then

sl< s2<.. . The sequence construct may be defined as a

map C from S into S X S. C(s ) = (si, si+l). C(s.) is an

arc, and the set of all arcs defined by C on S is denoted

12 Joan K. Hughes and Jay I, Michton, A Structured Ap-
proach to Programming (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1977), pp. 9-11.
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C(S) ={C(s) I for all sC} . If S is a finite set, then let

snE S such that if sn< s' then s' S. C(sn) is not defined,

in other words, sn is not the head of any arc. Let G be the

graph defined by S and C(S), GC=(SC(S)).

A choice map may be similarly defined. Let sd be the

decision vertex, let sb and sc be the vertices which are

mutually exclusive, and let se be vertex which follows both

sb and sc A(sd)=J(sd, sb), (scd,'Sc) (sc, se), (Sb, se).

A(S)=JA(sd)I for all sdES?. GA=(S, A(S)}.

The repetition map is defined as follows. Let sw be the

decision vertex, and let sb be the vertex which is to be re-

peated, Let sc be the vertex executed if sb is not executed

I(sW)={(sw, Sbw), (sw, sc) (sb' sw)1  I(S)=tI(s) for all

swES' o G1=(SI(S)).

These constructs define how the control of a program may

be implemented. However, it would be an advantage to separate

the control portion from the computational sections. This

would enable the computational sections to the processed inde-

pendently by several processors.
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Separation of Control and

Computation Sections

The concept of mechanized programming involves the use of

two structures.13 A control structure is used to implement

the control of the program and a functional structure imple-

ments the various transformational requirements of the program.

There is also a control variable which is used in replacing

existing control statements with new control statements. The

new control statements are 'true or false' statements based

on the value of the control variable.

By separating the control portion of the program from the

computation portion makes the program simpler to write; also,

if the modules are independent, then this scheme is also very

flexible. A program may be reconfigured by changing only the

control section of the program; also, the control section may

be verified prior to implementing the transformational ele-

ments. Figure six illustrates the uses of these structures:

control
control control

modulemd | module mo

Fig. 6-- Control Structures

1 3 G.-C. Roman, "An Argument in Favor of Mechanized Soft-
ware Production," IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering,
SE-3 (November, 1977) , 4 5.



CHAPTER III

LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION

The proposed language uses the three programming con-

structs and two structures similar to those previously

discussed. The control of the program is separated from

the computation sections and will be denoted by a Control

or Program statement.

All decision-making statements must be preceded by a

Control or Program statement. Computational statements may

not appear within the range of a Control or Program statement.

References to computational blocks or other control or pro-

gram structures may appear in a control structure.

Computational modules will be denoted by a Block state-

ment. No decision statements may appear within a computational

module which assures the separation of computation and control.

Other computation modules may be referenced within a Block,

but control sections may not be referenced. In other words,

a computational module is just that, computations only.

Nesting the structures is not desireable since one objective

is to segment the program into a set of locally defined

structures.

These structures are similar to those discussed previously;

however, the functional elements there were represented by

11
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subroutines. The concept of subroutines has little or no

meaning in a parallel processor.

In a uniprocessing system, control is passed to a sub-

routine, and once the subroutine has finished execution control

is returned to the main program at the next statement after

the call. In a parallel processor control may be passed to

a module and execution continued in the main program.

It is assumed that no processor returns to the main pro-

gram when execution of a module is complete, but is under

the control of the operating system. It is also assumed that

all modules are reentrant, that is, each module may be exe-

cuted simultaneously by two or more processors without any

conflict.

Since these modules are similar to subroutines, data

must be passed to them as with a subroutine. It is also de-

sireable to know what is produced by the module or where the

results should be stored. The following notation will be

used when a module is to be invoked. (List of outputs) =

module name (list of inputs). For example, the statement

(AB) = Modulo (C,D) means that the module Modulo has inputs

C and D. It performs an operation on C and D and places the

result in A and B. Both control and block modules are invoked

with this notation. This notation is used as part of the Pro-

gram, Block, and Control statements to define the specifications
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of the structure. The name, inputs, and outputs are defined

in one statement.

The list of outputs is required in the reference for two

reasons. First it is much more convenient to have the module

place its result in the desired location. It is also useful

for developing a data flow graph of a program.

A description of the productions of the proposed language

is presented in a modified Backus Nauer Form.

[Start]::=Program[Reference]; [Contents][Rest]

[Contents]: :=If[conditionalphrases]Then;[Contents]End;

::=If[Conditionalphrases]Then; [Contents]Else;
[Contents]End;

[Conditionalphrase]: :=[Phrase][Conditional][Phrase]

[Phrase]::={V]I[N] [V],Where[Reference],

[Conditional]: :==<>1K1>I>I <

[Contents] :=For[V]:=[Phrase]Until[Phrase]Do; [Contents]End;

::=For[V]:=[Phrase]Until[Phrase]Stepby[Phrase]Do;

EContents ]End;

[Contents]: :=While[Conditionalphrase]Do; [Contents]End;

[Contents]: :=[Reference]; [Reference]; [Contents]

[Reference]: :=[V][Name] ([VariableString])
:=([VariableString])=[Name]([Variablestring])

[VariableString]::=[V] J[V], [VariableString]
[Rest]: :=EndProgram; [BlocksorControls]

[BlockorControls]: : ,=Blockg]jLContr.olsj Stop;
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[Controls]: :=Control[Reference]; [Contents]End; [BlocksorControls]

[Blocks]::=Block[Reference]; [Expressions]End;[BlocksorControls]

[Expressions]::=[Expression] [Expression][Expressions]

[Expression,] : :=[V]-=[P]

[V]::=[Name] [Name]([Namel)

[P]::=[P]+[T] [P]-[ T] [ T] I([P]) I [V][N]

ET]: :=[T]+[F]1 [TI/EF] jI[F]

[F]: :=[P]**[F]J [P]

[N]: :=[D]I.,[D] -[D]. [D] ED]. [D]

[D]l::=0[1 2j3 .-. 9 [D][D]

[Name]::=[L] [L][Name]

[L]::=AlBICI... Z



CHAPTER IV

PROGRAM GRAPH

A program graph is used to determine the predecessor

successor relationship between elements of a program. This

relationship is used to determine the order of execution of

the program elements. A program element may not be executed

until all of its predecessors have completed execution.

Before an element may be executed there must have been

a decision made that the element should be executed and if

there are any data required by the elements, supplied by some

other element, the data must be ready. There are now two

predecessor relationships that must be considered.

The control graph reflects the decision made within a

program, The data graph represents the data flow through the

program.

Control Graph

Assume P is a program written using the described language.

Also assume the statements have been numbered and let L(s) be

the statement number of statement s and this number is unique.

To assist in the development of the control graph a

nesting value N(s) is assigned to each statement in P. The

nesting value is determined using the following algorithm.

15
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i Initialize n=o and s any Program, Block, or
Control statement

ii N(s)=n+2;n=n+l; if s is an If, For, While,
Program, Block, or Control statement

N(s)=n-2;n=n-l; if s is an End statement
N(s)=n-2 ; if s is an Else statement
N(s)=n+3 ; for all other statements

iii If n o stop.

iv Pick the next s' such that L(s')=L(s)+l and
proceed from step ii.

Let Q be a Program, Control, or Block structure.

The following relationship R is defined using the nest-

ing value and the sequence graph, Gc=(QC(Q)), where L is the

ordering relationship used by C. For elements of Q s and p,

s R p if and only if N(s)=N(p) and there is a chain in Gc

containing s and p.

This relationship is an equivalence relationship; that

is, it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

Let s be in Q. N(s)=N(s) and there is a chain in G con-

taining s, namely u, where u=(s,p) or u=(ps) so sRs. R is

reflexive.

If sRp, then N(s)=N(p) and N(p)=N(s). Clearly they are

both contained in the same chain so pRs. R is symmetric.

If sRp and pRq, then N(s)=N(p) and N(p)=N(q) this implies

N(s)=N(q). Let C1 be a chain containing s and p such that p

is the terminal vertex and C2 be a chain containing p and q
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and p is the start of the chain. The chain (C1, C2) contains

both s and q and sRq. R is transitive.

The relation R partitions Q into equivalence classes.

Denote the equivalence class containing s as R(s). R(s)=

p pRs . This means every element of R(s) may be executed

at the same time, disregarding data dependencies.

From the way the nesting value is assigned to each element

of Q it is noted that if s is an If, While, For, Program,

Block, Control, End, or Else, then s is the only element of

R(s). Table 1 illustrates this fact.

There are four types of statements that are used in the

algorithm.

Tl=jIf, For, While, Program, Block, or Controlj.

T2={Endj.

T3={tElsel.

T4= P-(TlUT2UT3)

The table contains the difference in nesting value of state-

ments. If statement s is followed by statement p and sET.,

pET., then the square i, j contains the value N(p)-N(s).

Squares containing an X represent sequences of two statements

that cannot be formed using the described language. The only

legal square containing a zero is 4,4 implying only conse-

cutive statements of type 4 may have the same nesting value.



TABLE I

NESTING DIFFERENCES

oliowed-ollowed
by

s Tl T2 T3 T4

Tl 1 -f 3X 2

T2 3 -1 -l 4

T3 4 Ox Ox 5

T4 -1 -5 - 0

Let T(s,p) denote the i, j element of Table 1, where

sE T. and p E T..

Every statement such that N(s)>O has an End statement

associated with it. Let a be the End associated with state-

ment s;then a is the statement such that mini aIL(s)<L(a)

and N(s)+T(s, End)=N(a)J . In other words, a is the first

End after s with a nesting value of N(s)+T(s, End). The If

statement may have an associated Else which is similarly

defined.

An intermediate graph is developed using the set of all

equivalence classes of Q as nodes of the graph.

The Choice and Repetition mappings are redefined so

that if the decision is true, there is a set of successors

rather than one or two.
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The Choice map is now defined to be A(R(s))= (R(s),

R(a)), (R(s), R(b)) for all b such that L(s) L(b) L(a)

and N(s)+T(l, i)=N(b) where i=l, 4 .

The For statement is not interpreted to be a iterative

structure. It may be considered a broadcast statement. The

map of the For statement generates an arc to each successor

for each element of the index set. Consider the following

example:

1 For I:=l Step by 1 Until 3 Do;

2 X(I)=F(Y(I);

3 End;

The index set is 1, 2, 3. The desired graph is:

Fig. 7--For Graph

The graph may be expressed in a different manner, with redundent

vertives:

3

Fig. 8--For Graph
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The map of the For statement is F(R(s))= {(R(s), [R(b) )
where i is the number of elements in the index set.

The While statement is similarly defined except a loop

is placed in the map to indicate the decision must be made

again. It is assumed that some variable produced within the

range of the statement is used in the decision. I(R(s))=

J(R(s), R(s)), (R(s), (R(b) 3 ), (R(s), R(a))3.

Two other mappings are required to account for the re-

maining statements. The following map is used if the statement

is an End or of type 4. 0(R(s))=J(R(s), R(a))}.

If the statement is a Block, Control, Program, or Else,

the following map defines its successors: B(R(s))=(R(s),

{R(b)3).

The graph G=(R(Q), U), where R(Q) is the set of all equi-

valence classes in Q and U all the mapping functions, is a

form of the control graph of Q. The graph Gc=(Q, U) may be

derived from G by replacing each equivalence class with its

elements. That is if a is in R(a) and b,c are in R(b) and

there is an arc (R(a), R(b)) then the arcs (a, b), (a, c)

replace it.

The control graph of a program P is the collection of

graphs for all Q in P. The control graph may contain more

than one component.
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Consider a simple example:

N L

2 1 Program Out = Example (In);

3 2 If In = 0 Then;

5 3 Z = F(l);

o 4 Else;

5 5 Z = F(In);

O 6 End;

3 7 If A = 0, Where A = Mod(In, 2), Then;

5 8 Y = G(O);

O 9 Else;

5 10 Y = G(In);

0 11 End;

4 12 Out = H(YZ);

-l 13 End Program;

N L

2 14 Block A = G(;

4 15 A = B-1;

-l 16 End;

2 17 Block C = F(D);

4 18 C = D+5;

-l 19 End;

2 20 Block (G) = H(E, F);

4 21 G = E+F;

-1 22 End;

23 Stop
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The following graph is produced

EXAMPLE

2 712

439

5 6 1 11

G F H

14 17 20 13

15 18 21

16 19 22

Fig. 9--Control Graph

It is obvious that statement 12 cannot be executed until

the values of Z and Y have been computed. So statement 12

has a data predecessor.
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Data Graph

A graph is defined on the set of statements S and the set

of variable V. The graph GD=(V SZ) where Z is the set of

arcs. Let Zv= (vs) where v is in V and s is in S and v is

an imput to s . Let Zs= (s,v) where s is in S and v is in

V and v is an output ofs . Z=Zv Z .

A data graph is produced for each Block, Control, and

Program structure similar to the control graph. The data graph

for the previous example is:

EXAMPLE IN

2 5 7 1

3 Z 12 y

OUT

G F
B H

D

14 15 17 18 20 F 21

A C G

Fig. lO--Data Graph
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The composite of the data graph and control graph produce

the desired graph. G=(VUS, 6UZ). This graph depicts data

and control successor relationships. The composite of the

example is:

EXAMPLE

IN 1

2 7 2

4 3 9 8

y

56 10 11

OUT
Z 13

BG 14 DF 17 E 20

15 18 F 21

22 G
16 A 19 C

Fig. ll--Composite Graph



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The language presented has many features, The three

constructs were redefined to meet the needs of a parallel

system. The Sequence construct was redefined so an element

has a set of successors rather than one. The Choice and

Repetition constructs were similarly defined. This set of

successors may be operated on simultaneously.

The programming constructs were defined as mapping functions

to aid in the development of the control graph. Each Block,

Control, and Program structure can be examined independently

to obtain a component of the program graph. Thus the devel-

opment of the graph is a parallel process. The successors of
each statement can be found independently of its predecessors

enabling further parallelism to take place.

The data graph was used to show the data dependencies

within a program. The variables of a program are considered

to be elements in the graph and are predecessors and suc-

cessors to processing elements. The data graph may be developed

independently of the control graph.

The most important feature is the separation of control

and computational elements of the program. Programs may be
implemented in a top-down manner. That is the Program structure

25
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may be implemented and tested prior to implementing other

structures. Each Control and Block structure may be imple-

mented and tested separately; also, having the complete control

structure in one segment is an advantage. This allows the

program to be altered easily to achieve different results.

The manner in which modules are referenced explicitly

denotes which variables are input and which variables are out-

put relative to the referenced module. This functional

representation should aid in program understanding and devel-

opment.

The major advantage in having the control separate from

the computations may be that it fits some multiprocessor

architectures. It may be possible to have one or more pro-

cessors operate on the control section and have slave pro-

cessors perform computations.
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